Johnny Long To Play For June Ball
Week End Will Feature Dances At Matoaka Site

Johnny Long and his orchestra will play for two dances and an outdoor dance during the weekend of June 6 and 7, according to announcement by President's Aides.

Macken stated that both dances are scheduled to be held in the amphitheatre now under construction in Matoaka Park. He declared that, in spite of bad weather, considerable progress has been made in the building of the temporary stage for the Saturday night performance.

Macken revealed that a possible delay in preparation of lighting facilities had been ascribed to the serious threat to completion of the project, due to the installation of lighting installation not having been completed.

Macken announced that the broadcast, which were nominally advertised as "spare the campus" campaign, would be inaugurated on Thursday night, Mar. 14. Corky Phoenix announced that the broadcast will last from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m., with the Saturday night broadcast to last until 2 a.m.
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When spring WSCGA elections come around each year, the college women students must choose. A judicial committee will be conducting meetings to discuss changes in the rules. We personally enjoyed the experience of being on the judicial committee.

This year Monday night meetings have been quite a lot less formal than in past years, for this is the first year they have been held here. We think this is a step in the right direction. When we received the summons two weeks ago, our hearts sank. And the floor and the meetings lacked anything which might have been called spirit. However, during the meetings, we noticed that the ladies were beginning to talk.

The girls seem to have lost some of their self-confidence and quite often get up and say what they believe. We like the "get in there and fight" spirit and we suggest that we all do that.

For us, the rules be gotten now?

The rules, as such, cannot be made available to the open public. In the sunken garden. A contributing factor was the lack of necessary electrical equipment. Can similar facilities be gotten now?

We believe this proposed change is sound, and worthy of serious consideration by every woman student.

The college and the state of Virginia and the Honorable council are confidential, especially those of the latter. Because of this, the students have the ability and the ability to understand the indi
dividual members. These councils should be well integrated groups, led by the most capable person available, and if the members select their own leader they will have the privilege of selecting the man most capa
ble of leading the council and performing the duties of that particular branch of student government.

Another factor not to be disregarded is the element of politics. Whether recognized or not, politics play an important role in student government. Students must realize that the prestige and honor of having a chairman elected from among those with a resulting tendency to disregard the qualities and characteristics essential in the leader of such an organization. If the members of the respective councils elect their own chairman there is less likelihood of emphasis on group affiliation since past council members have proved themselves to be im
portant in most respects.

If this amendment is passed the chairmen of the Honor and Judicial councils will be selected on the basis of recognized ability and competence by the council members, with a minimum of political influence. We regard this as a definite improvement in our present election system.

L. M.

It is a policy of THE FLAT HAT that in the spring of each year the junior editors shall each edit one edition of the paper. Bud Jones was editor this week.
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Magazine Begins Story Competition

Mademoiselle has announced the annual College Fiction contest for young women between eighteen and thirty years of age. 

Entries may be mailed to College Board editor of the magazine, 25 East 62 Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

Sweepstakes: For young women winners between eighteen and thirty years of age, the interest of publishers. Three anthologies of best American short stories, each consisting of best stories of short stories, each consisting of stories by authors of real merit in that age group. 

Story Competition

Barbara Grant, president of the Psychology club, has announced the annual open house on Thursday, Mar. 12. Other officers chosen in the election were Doris Thiedeck, secretary-treasurer of the Interclub council, and Carol Achenbach, treasurer of the University of Virginia. 

WSCGA Elects Sprague, Thiedeck, Kuts to Executive Council Posts

Kurtz To Executive Council Posts

WINNERS: SHIRLEY SPRAGUE

Max Raab, president of the Psychology club, has announced that members of the club will hold their annual open house on Thursday, Mar. 12. Other officers chosen in the election were Doris Thiedeck, secretary-treasurer of the Interclub council, and Carol Achenbach, treasurer of the University of Virginia. 

Peninsula Bank and Trust Company

Serving Williamsburg and the Peninsula

Member FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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“we’ll meet you at the LODGE”

coffee shop and recreation room
When Michigan State comes to town next Tuesday the best Indian tennis squad in history will begin playing the best schedule ever arranged for a William and Mary team.

There are probably only three topflight teams in the entire nation which William and Mary don’t play. There are Southern California, Duke and Texas. The schedule the latter two but arrangements could not be made. Tech played to play and would have done as possible. U. C. S. won.

The Redmen will have to play top tennis all the time if they are to equal last year’s record of 144 victories in 153 matches. Tulsar is said to have Jack Turek and Wade Harrison. Turek ranks 19th nationally and, with Bob kimbell, was awarded the No. 5 doubles spot. Here is one of the South’s promising players. Ed Ray is one of the standout’s of the Yale team. Carollina always has a good senior.

NOT MUCH TO WORRY ABOUT

But when you glance at the Indian roster it is difficult to worry much. These are the same boys who last year won its first game of the season and tallied the first basket. The optimism continues much as the second half continued much as the first half ended. This year, however, SAE ahead, 23-21. The SAE and Pi Lambda Phi Win Over Traditional Court Foes

SAE And Pi Lambda Phi Win Over Traditional Court Foes

Last week’s intramural basketball schedule was highlighted by two traditional games. In the first, Sigma Alpha Epsilon topped Sigma Phi Eta, 24-26, in a hard-fought match decided by two free throws in the final seconds. Pi Lambda Phi took the measure of Phi Mu, 44-14. Sigma Alpha Epsilon had a fine performance in the final minutes. They led 44-26 after the initial half and only two free throws were awarded in the final minutes.

The way the game started, it looked as though the odds were against the winners being given a chance to play in the final. But Pi Lambda Phi came back in the second half to narrow the deficit down. So, Paul, with three minutes to go. Then Pi Lambda started a free and the losers’ fans did not have any time. In three more points for their opponents.

All intramural officers are required to get their votes for the best performance of the intramural office by Mar. 25. Voting will be published in the next issue. Three citations will be given to the boys. The winners will be given by the Student Union.

Tennis came naturally. There seem to have any other choices. When the three. The only single in the sunny Canadian afternoons on the court, the three journos were selected for the match. The one-step led to another and after only a few minutes of play, there was a stage in which each one had been all the results, the boys were smiling while the balls too. And champions.

Macken Family Garners Top Tennis Honors In National Canadian Rankings For 1947

W&M To Hold Sports Clinic

Additional strength down the line will be provided by such returning stalwarts as Bob Dell and Bob Galloway while newcomers Bill Smith and Bill Talbert, both of the junior class, will be added to the competitive line-up.

In this competition, the Mackens will participate in the annual Canadian Davis Cup team, representing the University of Western Ontario. Despite his diminutive stature, Pat Robertson can be counted on to bring his A-game whenever it is required. This year, however, the Mackens perhaps more than any other team has the picturesque structure to get the Bacon. Pat won his first Canadian championship. The Mackens should be able to count on the benefit of free coaching.

The Mackens continued improving and 1945 was the year that Bren won the No. 1 slot on the Canadian Davis Cup team. If it wasn’t for their brother, it would probably be the No. 2 slot.

This is one of the three Mackens who will be playing in the Canadian Davis Cup team. In 1939, when he won the No. 1 slot on the Canadian Davis Cup team, the Mackens played against the University of Western Ontario. One of the three Mackens will be representing the University of Western Ontario. Three of the Mackens will be representing the University of Western Ontario. One of the three Mackens will be playing in the Canadian Davis Cup team.
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Aquatic Team To Meet RP1

Travelling to Richmond on the afternoon of Mar. 21, the varsity swimming team will take on RP1's team at 3 p.m. in the Mosque Pool.

The team features Frances House and Colleen Rothbrodt in the 100-yd. breaststroke and 200-yd. breaststroke, respectively. Marty Adams will probably swim the 36-yd. free-style, 200-yd. free-style relay and 100-yd. medley relay. Adams, one of the faster members of the team, is expected to take the lead in these events. Holding prominent records in the breast stroke, Jo Hubbell and Marty Adams will pace the team in this event. Marion Wiltich will represent the team in the diving event.

Final swimming totals in girls intramural basketball. Number of games in parentheses.

Ollie Gillispie, Chandler, (5), 76; Betty L. Eastridge, (5), 75; Betty E.V. Ford, (5), 77; Jane Oblender, (4), 70; Barbara Lamborn; Gamma Phi, (4), 51; Marty Adams in the latter event. Number of games in parentheses.
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Fred Kovaleski, Returning Indian Tennis Star, Demonstrates Powers By Upsetting Shields. By Bob Doll.

Fred and Mary's fighting Fred Kovaleski skyrocketed into the national sports picture again two weeks ago, via the National Indoor tennis tournament, carrying the Tribe banner with him. The returned veteran, who is slated to play an important role in the 1947 Indian tennis production, upset fifth-seeded Prant Shields before bowing to Billy Tadlock in a tough quarter-final encounter.

Kovaleski, who was described in the New York Times as entering the tournament "unheralded, unseeded and unmourned" provided the meet's fireworks when he sidelined the internationally famous Shields to the tune of 6-4, 3-6, 6-4. He then proceeded to best Tadlock a minute before accomplishing 15-10, 4-6, 6-1, 6-0.

Although "Kovo" gained tennis glory and prestige for his indoor feats, it wasn't an entirely new experience for him. The 22-year-old Hamtramck, Mich., youngster already boasts an imposing string of past accomplishments. Among these are defeating National intercollegiate champ, Bob Fallberg, two out of three times, reaching the finals in the National Public Parks tournament last summer, and registering a long line of impressive doubles triumphs.

Fred began his tennis career at the tender age of 11 on the school courts of Hamtramck. Mrs. Hoxie, the Hamtramck grade school physical education teacher who has since become recognized as one of the country's foremost tennis instructors, began teaching youngsters at her Hamtramck courts of Hamtramck. Mrs. Hoxie took him to the Detroit Parks tourney last summer, and reduced last year's records by one second. Mrs. Hoxie then went on to the National Public Parks tourney, registering a long line of impressive doubles triumphs.

Although "Kovo" gained tennis glory and prestige for his indoor feats, it wasn't an entirely new experience for him. The 22-year-old Hamtramck, Mich., youngster already boasts an imposing string of past accomplishments. Among these are defeating National intercollegiate champ, Bob Fallberg, two out of three times, reaching the finals in the National Public Parks tournament last summer, and registering a long line of impressive doubles triumphs.

Fred Kovaleski (left) receives congratulations from Frank Shields after upsetting the latter in the third round of the National Indoor tennis championships held recently in New York.

Fred Kovaleski, Returning Indian Tennis Star, Demonstrates Powers By Upsetting Shields.
SKIRTS in SPORTS

By BETTY BORENSTEIN

The pleat, which this column is

Mackens

Kovaleski Demonstrates Prowess In Tournament

Prowess In Tournament (Continued From Page 4)

The up-and-coming junior also beat Falkenburg at Southampton.

He had the strength and guts to stand up before any dissenters and say, "Look, this is what the women want done in athletics. It's a fair request and, as such a representative, I'm going to fight until they get it or until I know a very good reason why they should not get it.

That is the kind of officer we need for F.A.A. We consider the nominees for a student government office very carefully. This is the only time most of us have cared about the organization; I'm sure that no one who really wants to represent you.

Capitol Restaurant

Your Patronage Appreciated

In Intramural Competition

With the intramural season more than halfway over, much speculation is being made as to the recipients of the coveted intramural trophies for '46-'47.

In sorority competition Kappa Delta is at the head of the field with a 26-16 over the opposition. Second is Pi Phi with 20-8. Phi Mu is third with 15-12. Kappa Delta is the champion and Alpha Xi Delta is the runner-up.

The season was initiated with the Kappa Delta-Omega-Omikron tilt, but Pi Phi defeated Kappa Delta and then defeated the girls from Omega-Omikron. Kappa Delta earned the privileges of their own hunch picks, and Alpha Xi Delta earned the privileges of its own hunch picks.

Kappa and Jefferson Lead In Intramural Competition

March is the month! Caesar had a saying about the month of March: "Of all the months, March is the most prodigious."

It seems to be the month to do its work, for the energies of these girls are rep" 1...
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Summer Centers To Offer Courses For Americans

College students throughout America have been invited to attend the two summer centers of Mexico and Guatemala, sponsored by the University of Houston, President E. E. Oberholtzer of the University of Houston has announced.

"Both centers feature courses, in English, of social, economic, political, and cultural history, integrated with field trips to numerous places of cultural and historical significance," Dr. Joseph S. Werlin, director, explained.

Courses Offered

The courses offered toward college credit in sociology, history of Spain and Central America, are at graduate and graduate levels. Students may also obtain a 200 credit basis.

Approximate cost for the Mexico center is $115 which includes all expenses from Houston and return, three meals a day and residence in the University of Houston. The Guatemala center costs $350, which includes all expenses from Houston and return, three meals a day and residence in the University of Houston.

These centers are recognized by the Veterans' Administration, and veterans are exempt from tuition and receive their usual subsistence allowance. Enrollment is arranged through a letter of eligibility from the students local Veteran's Administration. Payment in Mexico may be obtained from Dr. Joseph S. Werlin, director, university of Houston, Houston, Texas.

Dr. Thomas Brandt, in Rogers hall.

Dr. Charles O. Lerche, assistant professor of government, will meet with the Film Club, Mr. Wayne F. Gibbs, professor of history, and The Puritan Oligarchy. He is Torchbearer of the Revolution at the University of Virginia. He graduated work and took his Ph. D. at the University of North Carolina. He was President of the Colonial Echo and a member of the American Historical association. He is a member of the city is included in the publication of the Academy of Science to compete for biology scholarships.

Kappa Omicron Phi Holds Ceremony For Members

Kappa Omicron Phi, the home economics club, held a pledge ceremony for eight new members on Monday, March 14, at the practice house. Dr. Grace W. Landrum, officer, welcomed the new members and introduced the officers for this year. George Collins Cleaners and Dyers

Collins Cleaners and Dyers

For All Your Dry Cleaning Needs

The new Electric Hour

"HOUR OF CHARM"

All-girl orchestra under the direction of Phyllis Dulaney, "TUESDAY, March 18 Through March 25 On The College Calendar"

TUESDAY, March 18

Dance rehearsal—Jefferson gym, 7:30-9 p.m.

Wednesday, March 19

National Honor Society meeting—Chapel, 7:30 p.m.

Colonial Echo meeting—Office, 8-9 p.m.
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By DICK OWEN

Return Of Authentic Elizabethan Drama

It has become a matter of course today to present Shakespeare in hacked, slicked-up versions, or not at all. Margaret Webster, who "is walking hand in hand through life with will," is largely responsible for this notion, and has led such eminent followers as Gielgud, today to present Shakespeare in "non-literate" productions, and today to present Shakespeare in hacked, slicked-up versions, or not at all. Margaret Webster, who "is walking hand in hand through life with will," is largely responsible for this notion, and has led such eminent followers as Gielgud, today to present Shakespeare in "non-literate" productions, or not at all.

Only in college theatres, then, does it seem likely that one will see Shakespeare without deletions, a rearrangement of scenes, or point language, the psychology, perverted side of the personality; and only there with Elizabethan costumes and staging.

I shall not go out on a limb and say that the college theatre has it all over the professional theatre in this respect. For even the Hart can stand judicious cutting; but I can and do say that the William and Mary Theatre has done an excellent job in transporting us across that term of time, and has given us a rearrangement of scenes, or point language, the psychology, perverted side of the personality; and only there with Elizabethan costumes and staging.

The Dromios, being slaves, had little opportunity to create such a feeling. The stage was there, and a feeling. Slaves were the rarity of the period was confined to the stage, and not allowed to flow into the auditorium via orange girls and fops, for that added illusion. The lighting was not that of a modern production. The costumes were rented, and presumably authentic. The stage was walled, pervertedly by pentameter.

Well, first of all, concessions had to be made. Gielgud played the women's roles, done in that earlier manner by the actors of the period was confined to the stage, and not allowed to flow into the auditorium via orange girls and fops, for that added illusion. The lighting was not that of a modern production. The costumes were rented, and presumably authentic. The stage was walled, pervertedly by pentameter.

The succeeding scene as it was delivered the evening of May 27, 1947, was more fun afoot in Syracuse than in Ephesus. Benny appeared more proficient in the manner of which I have spoken up bitfully and set him down in the Globe Theatre out-

Pinch, who was quite the funniest thing in the show, was probably the only other role performed in the manner of which I have been speaking. Shakespeare must be rigidly condemned for treating Pinch so lightly. It had been said about Mr. Robinson that he might have done otherwise. Of the others, add Mr. Beardsley, Mr. hockey, and Miss Adams to the already mentioned five who showed some sort of dimination in characterization. From there the acting graded on down.